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Abstract. The article introduces the academic research work of students within the competence based approach, the models of academic problem based research projects taken up as a means to develop flexible foreign language reading skills. The authors reveal selection principles and corpus didactic design of text materials in the form of a macrotext, hypertext, and video course.
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Currently research work is considered one of the main types of professional activity of any specialist that is taken into account in the third generation federal state educational standards and is deemed as an important task in higher institutions of different profiles. I.A. Zimnyaya stresses that “the task of training students in research goes in line with the general European goal of improving the quality of higher professional education in general” as research work of each student is a must at this academic level; only in this situation can education be determined as vital and considered as a driving development force of economics, culture and the society in general [1: 8].

Information basis is considered as a necessary part of any research activity. The necessity for students to study information search strategies is highlighted in competence oriented program of teaching bachelor students and specialists when “the students are supposed to master the skills of working with profession oriented foreign language texts, be able to perceive, analyze and summarize information” [2].

When doing research we have to refer to text materials of different types (printed, e-media) that contain required information. That is why it is crucial for students to study efficient reading strategies in order to share this information and hence make an individual or team based decision.

Through the organization of academic research activity of future engineers it is essential to create a corpus of didactically designed texts as a subject of flexible foreign language reading [3]. The necessity of viewing the text as a communication unit and main exercise component lays the fundamentals for designing the corpus of a problem based material [4: 43]. Researchers believe that the text is a “short instant of time (moment) of a creative linguistic process presented as a particular product” [5: 524], “the unity
of more or less complete content (meaning) and speech that generates and expresses this content” [6: 13], which is determined by “a semantic and structural completeness and a certain attitude of the author to the given content” [7: 4].

Being considered as a communication center within communicative approach for teaching process the text initiates mediated interaction of a person with other individuals that results in the exchange of thoughts, knowledge, information and leads to the mutual enrichment of individuals. Talking about the role of a text as a training material unit E.I. Passov underlines that it is considered as “food” for discussions, as “any good text bears a gold-mine of situations” [8: 200]. In the policy of teaching foreign languages texts are considered particularly as an important training content component along with situations, topics, language means of all levels, skills, and abilities.

In the research dedicated to the issue of teaching profession oriented reading, including a flexible foreign language one, the following principles were introduced and implemented for the didactic design of text corpus: profession and information significance, problem orientation, novelty, topic linkedness, notional synonymy, the presence of different and many authors, maintenance of author’s own intellectual creation, functional dependency, genre adequacy and representativeness, functional-semantic language consistency, quantitative sufficiency [9: 46-48].

The design of subject and problem oriented text corpus is required for providing the process of flexible foreign language reading and building particular speaking skills. Text corpus should be designed in accordance with didactic targets taking into account semantic, linguistic and composition components as well as the general principles applied in macro- and hypertext. Besides it is essential to link these types of texts with the main tool of building flexible foreign language reading skills and namely problem based research projects.

Through the implementation of problem based research projects the principles of subject linkedness and problem based selection of corpus are especially essential for building flexible foreign language reading skills.

By the actualization of subject and topic linkedness of corpus, by the selection, analysis and assessment of information value as well as the sequence of the use of textual information logical and semantical topic pattern (LSTS) represented as a diagram gets a special value. For example we have selected for the students of the Oil and Mining Faculty at Perm Tech LSTS based texts (fig. 1) in English and Russian linked by the general subject content “Oil and Gas as Energy Sources” as the students got especially interested in the issues related to the methods of mineral exploration, enhanced oil recovery, offshore drilling, environmental impact of oil and gas production etc.
Based on such a figure the students learn perceive the information of a particular nature, specific information from texts, based not on the design of each particular text itself but on logical and semantical patterns of high generalization level [10: 78]. By the perception of information students go from general to the specific and back to a higher level of generalization that contributes to building flexible reading skills.

Due to logical and semantical pattern based reading the students start to use the internal mechanism of “generalization” [11], which means they understand the coherence of links and relations between objects and phenomena of the world around. As scientific research activity is impossible without generalization skills we believe that logical and semantical topic pattern can be deemed as a basis for creating didactic corpus of texts in order to build flexible foreign language reading skills by the implementation of problem based research projects. Thus foreign language and Russian texts or their fragments can be used as an external information basis required for performing problem tasks on the phase of moving from goal-task to goal-outcome within a particular problem based research project.

According to the principle of topic linkedness the whole text corpus is considered as a content whole unit that contributes to gaining specific knowledge about real objects, phenomena and processes. The topics as a subject of an academic activity help integrate selected original texts designed for reading in accordance with the subject content as well as manage the identification process in terms of content. By reading we can identify the
topic in the subject matter of the text and linguistic material, and then based on the title of the text we can predict its content [12: 86; 13: 90]. When selecting the topic we should consider the level of foreign language proficiency, the level of foreign language reading skills built, and future professional activity of students.

It should be noted that the work on the subject matter of text increases mental activity of students, which results in a purposeful and meaningful nature of information perception. Besides if thematic pattern of any topic or the whole field of knowledge represented as some ordering of speech elements is formed in memory, then it will be possible to appropriately forecast particular text events by reading [10: 84].

Thematic pattern kept in a long-term memory will operate as an internal information basis for the development of all the types of speech activity. By the design of an intellectual product of a problem based research project these patterns can turn into the program of a notional development of a statement from the general to the specific and vice versa. In the teaching process we should recognize that the students will be able to use in problem situations logical and semantical topic patterns in order to solve their research problems [14: 109].

The didactic corpus of printed texts is defined as macrotext (T.S. Serova, E.V. Krylova, A.S. Balakhonov, N.K. Syulzhina, S.G. Ulitina, T.G. Agapitova, I.V. Perlova, L.P. Raskopina, M.A. Mosina, T.A. Kovaleva etc.) that presents according to notional, language and composition components derived from different types of texts of many authors a part of the total information about the topic.

When talking about the consistency of each particular text and the corpus of text materials it is necessary to differentiate between their notional, communicative and structural consistency [15]. Notional consistency of macrotext is defined as a theme unity of all the units of its external pattern; communicative consistency is determined as the presence of all the constituents when each following text of macrotext adds, specifies, clarifies, or summarizes the contents of the previous one; and structural consistency is specified as macrotext divided into its component parts, units, interconnected by subject, logically and compositionally. Based on the external pattern of a foreign text the consistency of two macrotext patterns (external linguistic and internal notional) is actualized in the possibility to penetrate into it deep pattern, to understand the notional content and perceive meaningful information [16: 7].

We use professionally oriented texts in our research as we deal with future engineers and their academic and research activity should be focused on studying a specific professional area and gaining professional competences. That is why reading should also be professionally oriented together with its special features and functions [17].
The organization of an academic research activity requires actual and
diverse text information derived from different materials (journal articles,
leaflet texts, newspaper articles, technical manuals, conference materials,
excerpts from legislative articles). It should include different views on the
same issue; meet information needs of students, lead to the assignment and
the subsequent use of the information in order to create an intellectual prod-
uct in the form of a website as an information resource, e-training material,
video, brochure, conference presentation, article and others.

Novelty and diversity of information in synonymous texts for a single
topic is defined as a communication process between text authors and read-
ers and provokes the exchange of this information. The creation of own in-
formation, fixation of thoughts, ideas, knowledge during interaction process
brings about the formation of new concepts [11], which means new
knowledge that is a must for the research work in any scope of activity.

Developed and theoretically grounded arguments, functions and the
pattern of e-didactic text corpus for teaching foreign language reading is
considered as hypertext which presents a special method, size and the tech-
nology for presenting, organizing and designing information. Digital texts
have several characteristics that set them apart from traditionally printed lin-
ear texts; it is a supertext, a new way and method to capture information, a
personalized world cognition model [18: 25]. Hypertext comes out as a tech-
nology of presenting designed information, the set of interlinked elements
via key words of e-text hyperlinks or text fragments.

Being an available information source hypertext is determined as a
reading object that gives students the opportunities to find, select information
and thus engender individual micro-hypertexts on research topics for the fol-
lowing in-depth studies in order to create own intellectual product. A didacti-
cally designed hypertext refers to the scope of knowledge, includes pattern
units of macro-hypertext, information fragments interrelated on the level of
theme and rheme relations as well as global, basic and local key semantic
points as hyperlinks in a form of words and word-combinations [Ibid: 8].

Student research activity is directly connected with Internet infor-
maton resources; hence hypertext taken as a didactically designed text cor-
pus is defined as an essential object of flexible foreign language reading.
Internet information resources have certain advantages over printed texts:
access to Internet information resources at any time, rapid transmission of
data of any amount and type for any distance, long-time storage of informa-
tion, images and video in computer data, editing, processing etc., the
transfer of the materials obtained on own media and rapid exchange of mate-
rials, working with the materials in convenient places, data search from di-
verse resources and data use for educational purposes; more than that it gives
the possibility to use teaching audio and video records, animation, graphic
inserts, slide-show, training classes on Skype, etc.
For the students who are involved in problem based research projects there should be a didactically designed hypertext both in English and Russian because when doing research a student needs to study and compare different points of view for the same topic. Scientists from different countries usually carry out research on similar topics, thus the more information the better project outcome. The study of research topic materials in the native and foreign language helps students express their own point of view on the issue with confidence and assess the thinking of other students.

Quantity specifications of text materials required for performing problem based research projects are stipulated by flexible foreign language reading where different authors present diverse views on the same topic as only “the synthesis of information from many resources and its translation into the native language helps get knowledge and polish the opinion about the object” [17: 3]. Thanks to the accumulated experience of methodologists who studied the functions and specifications of macro and hypertext we can suggest combining subject and problem based designed printed texts together with digital texts (on discs, flash cards etc.).

Problem based text materials are a necessary part of work on academic research projects as up-to-date information lets students search, assign new information and use it in their project work. Speech is determined as “an act in a problem based situation”, as “speech act starts with a need. This act-engendering link complies with the break out of a problem based situation” [19: 25-29]. “Thinking along with the speech is grounded on a problem based situation” [20: 19]. By comparing different thinking experience, the system of evidence and argumentation derived from different texts students learn deploy the idea about same issue in different ways and distinguish new contrasting data.

Problem based text material and its value help students greatly activate the process of flexible reading as in academic process all the attention of students is focused on identifying the main idea, real phenomena and processes. Selected texts should represent diverse statements of authors on debated issues. Students should read the texts very attentively, grasp the meaning of how different authors handle the issue, take most efficient ways of solving the problem and produce individual or team based creative ways for dealing with a problem. Only active interaction of a student with text authors and their joint thinking activity engendered by reading, the process of solving mutual professional issues and problems of social value contribute to the development of new ideas, new intellectual product and flexible reading skills.

In our research we have selected for the students of the Oil and Mining faculty the issues related to the general subject content “Oil and Gas as Energy Sources” that lets the students find a way to handle the key issue stated in the text title:
- The age of hydrocarbons or information technologies?
- Exploration of hydrocarbons and the selection of field development methods.
- Enhanced oil recovery of deep depleted reservoirs.
- Economic impacts of oil and gas industry.
- Environmental impact of oil production.
- Geopolitics and energy resources.

Thanks to the diversity of types of chosen problem based research projects, and namely: 1) academic information and linguistic, 2) academic information and cognitive, 3) academic communicative and information projects - we can ensure a constant involvement of students in the process of information exchange in speech communication. Developed and theoretically proven models of flexible foreign language profession oriented reading guarantee efficient information exchange [21]. It is defined as “a dynamic interaction of the subtypes of reference and informative reading that shows up in their shifting and matching and is specified by an individual and team based goal-task and goal-outcome” [Ibid: 35].

Interaction form, the value and urgency of different student research project topics, orientation on the joint result that involves each team participant altogether create the conditions for active students’ involvement into working process, subject-subject interaction, and active information exchange. Selected texts and problem oriented tasks performed during academic research project work expand students’ knowledge in the professional area, contribute to the development of professional discourse and build flexible foreign language skills.

Based on research carried out in the sphere of video discourse [22] we can say that video discourse can be taken as an information basis (video fragments about oil and gas transportation, mineral exploration methods) as well as one of the ways to design the corpus of text materials. The content of video materials has informational, practical and emotional value for students and helps consider individuality as one of the leading teaching characteristics in terms of individuality and activity based approach [23: 98].

Thus didactically designed corpus of subject oriented and problem based texts as well as theme designed video course which are used in academic research projects for building flexible reading skills represent content and emotional fundamentals for searching, assigning and transferring data that helps determine information and identify communicative-cognitive needs of students. Thanks to subject and problem orientation of given information we can ensure the involvement of individuals into interaction in order to achieve mutual outcome in a form of a joint intellectual product. This process intensifies academic research activity, improves flexible foreign language reading skills and determines efficient and purposeful professional activity of students.
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